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architects are increasingly asked to imagine the future and to consider their work in the context of the next millennium, which places the practice of architecture in a historical crisis of the highest order. when aesthetics and theory mire in the throes of a chasm and
crisis, sometimes it is useful to have a look at the deep past. in this book, architects consider the greek architectural classics of the fifth century bce (adolfo wagner, ryan johnson), the roman architecture (giorgio costa, ann weeks) and the bauhaus (john johnston,
mathias wills) and the work of modern master le corbusier (katy roberts) for insights into a new discursive approach to cities and the built environment recommended by kathy h. allen. the most cutting-edge research into the physics, materials and sustainability of

smart cities and buildings is happening at university college london. it's a sometimes costly endeavour that can be (but isn't always) fuelled by government funding. the department of architecture and design at university college london is leading this trend, developing
high-impact r&d projects that can have a far-reaching global impact, no matter how small the budget. dari is committed to operating at the leading edge of science and technology to drive forward its academic and commercial mission, whilst raising the academic
profile of the department odile decq, an expert in computational solid mechanics, is being touted as the next great voice in architecture, a profession that has for decades been far too disconnected from technology. she is the first female and non-european to be
nominated for the coveted speyer prize for architecture for the labor day 2018 award. the award will be announced in october 2017. the possible future is a promising one, especially in light of the success of odile decq's ma project, the first world war-era air raid

shelter in paris, commissioned by the commune of paris in 1919 and designed by the architect raymond dumesnil. the shelter is a glorious example of what it means to live in harmony with nature recommended by anna fletcher.
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